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***** Lo ideal en esta pieza es tocar con un arco sin barnizar para poder hacer col legno y arco mixto, de forma adecuada.
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Disposición de los instrumentos en el escenario

                Viola Violoncello

     Violín I ViolínII



Cuarteto para un amigo

* The trills will be with the upper chromatic note, (except indications)
** The tremolos, articulations and fonnas of attack, will affect only to the note that carries 
them (even when they are two or more linked notes).
***alterations affect only notes at the same height or repeated and not the different 
octaves, in chords are pc>nen all alterations and sometimes for clarity also .
****Whenever a passage is presented with Arco and Pizzicato at the same time, the Pz 
will be signified to compensate since by nature the Arco is heard more.
1) By rubbing the Arco in a circular direction in a regular manner and with stable
intensity, the Circle is made in the area where it is usually touched and between Pont and 
the beginning of the Tastiera.
At the same time Pizzicato of hand Left .the rubbing of the Arco and the Pz must not 
coincide, the voice with long sonorities (except indication) always with Circular Arco. 

2) Prolongation of the sound, vibrating a lot (very fast) and with approximate height
depending on the graphical reference.
3)Tremolo alternating the both strings ( example ) and with a non-linear Crescendo ( pp -
mp, p - f, mf - ff .) or vice versa.
4)Rubbing the Arco in a circular direction (from Tasto to Ponticello) and increasing at the
same time the speed of rubbing and the intensity of sound. (from PP to FF) /
( or opposite).
5) Quarter of descending / ascending tone.

6)Playing your ponticello/sul Tasto/Normal rate, ( S.T..........S.P. ) from Tasto to Pont etc.
7) Arpeggio in the direction of the arrow.

8) Ar. M. (arco  Mixto) Playing together with sow and legno, (it should sound more noise
than sound). 
Pz Pizzicato . 

Ar.        
Ar. Batt. / Batt.        
S. Vibrato

 Arco
 Arco Battuto 
Playing without vibato, Ar N.arco normal Ordinary, restore normality. 

col L. Col Legno, playing with the rod of the Bow.
9- Very slow oscillation of about a quarter tone.

10-  r Pizzicato Bartok
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11)
12)
13)

14)
15) Gliss. of artificial harmonics.

Violoncello: Pizzicato and Arco on the same string ( pizzicato will be signified ). 

Pizzicato tremolo, to pizzicate on the string alternately with several fingers. 

Gliss. attacked with Pz Bartok.

Playing with sordina, removing sordina

18) , Pause
19) S.Vib. Playing without any vibrato .
20) Arpeggio with the bow from acute to deep pizzicato at the same time with the left

hand from deep to acute.
21) Ricochet and gliss. at the same time.
22) Alternate the tremolo between the two strings (example). Whenever the tremolo
bars appear between the two notes (c. 40 and s. Violoncello DISCURSO I ) do it in 
the same way.
23) Viola: Battuto walnut, hitting the string with the walnut of the Arco .
24) Execute the figuration (with repetition ad lib.) as fast as possible while rubbing the
Arco in a circular sense (without interruption), each thing at its own place, and for the time 
specified (15 seconds) the sonority (as always used the Circular Arco) will be fragmented.

16) Violoncello: Battuto Nut, hitting the IV string with the bow walnut (asl heel and 
at the beginning of the Tastiera.

17- White noise, is achieved by pressing with the fingers of the left hand extended on the 
Tastiera without the strings touching it and playing with the IV C. with a very light bow.

25) Combination of two notes with Arco battuto and two with left hand pizzicato that
will be executed at the same time / One note with arco battuto and three with left hand 
pizzicato (arpeggio), will be executed at the same time. 
26) Make the tremolo alternately and in a regular way between the fixed string and the
another one indicated with glissando of Natural Harmonics (ad Lib.) (example). 
27) Attack the bite with Pizzicato Bartok and when the string bounces, tread on the
harmonic. 
28) Molto vibrato, with a very dense vibrato.
29) Circular bow on two strings.
30)Tremolo of all the hand on all the strings as the rasgueado of a guitar and starting
from the chord written glissando the strings indicated following the graphic reference. 
31) Pizzicato allowed to vibrate.
32) The passage of the POSTLUDIO will be executed in such a way that although
following the figuration, results in a spontaneous and free sonority (that is why looking 
for the NON CONCERTATION each performer has only his part) . The purpose of the 
fermata is for you to play the two repetitions, the performers wait until the end of the 
last repetition and immediately continues the performance. (due to problems with the 
computer system used, number 5 appears as a bar numbering, this should not affect the  
music at all). 
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